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Did MAS flight MH 370 vanish into thin air or elsewhere? The best scientific 

technology & global human endeavour could not find the missing plane that 

disappeared on the 8 March 2014. This mystery needs to be solved at every 

cost as a challenge thrust upon humankind. Maybe God the Creator of this 

colossal cosmos has placed this task as a trial of human capability & 

scientific struggle. After so many days gone-by; TRUTH rather than the 

airplane alone must be exposed. It becomes very obvious that now time has 

arrived when the modernized world need to develop with more Truth-

oriented facts rather upon evidence alone. Nature actually wants this 

modern generation to practice & respect truthfulness as the most Supreme 

inkling; for further progress of human life. By this example before us God 

emphasizes the dire need now for all to become committed towards Truth & 

Righteousness and accept the same in practice as a better & more civilized 

way of lifestyle. It is a customary practice of God to smash every pride 

within human capability in order to make us more humble & submissive 

towards exquisite realms of higher human-consciousness, due valid reasons. 

It is also a part of Truth to understand that; long back a much bigger object 

disappeared from its celestial position. Wise citizenry thence prayed before 

God who manifested into a body-form as (Varaha-devata) and restored the 

missing object in its place. Indeed it is tough to believe but then one has to 

start moving in that veiled direction to find out and learn more about the 

stored wonders within wisdom of lost ancient-science. A miniscule feature of 

this Varaha-organ/function resides within human brain stem which powers to 

hold the head erected on the shoulders. Those with epilepsy/ health 

disorders have dangling heads when theirs such body-organ becomes 

defunct or diseased — restoration of such disorders and related valuable 
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knowledge is indeed beneficial but contained within the wisdom of spiritual 

science only. Purpose of this elite science is to get better grips with ‘That 

Spirit’ to do wonders for humankind — the time for that is knocking our 

doors; let us welcome that wonder Energy of the Creator to change our 

existence. Get God to work along with us; the best way to that is to follow 

the path of Truth & Righteousness at every cost and you will notice Him 

work alongside and do the needed wonders. God becomes the servant of 

such ones who tread the path at every cost. It is not easy, but it is possible. 

 Mere clinging rigidly to human intelligence / conventional science alone is 

not sufficient enough for human progress. We need to make every possible 

effort to help evolve ourselves; so as to find our truer position. Our Planet is 

just a tiny spec in this huge cosmos; we have to learn much more to 

understand the hidden secrets of Nature & its creation, so as to change, 

enjoy life better & more purposefully. God wants each individual to decide on 

one’s own, for He is no hurry to transform the ones who prefer to stagnate. 

Our modern scientists have indeed discovered colossal strange ‘Spirit 

Machines’ work silently in space ( Black-holes/ worm-holes etc) but are yet 

nowhere near to finding out a way as to how to get grips with harnessing 

such Spirit-Energy technique into suitable applications for the welfare and 

progress of Humankind. Modern scientists have also confirmed the possibility 

of ‘Time-travel’ but yet we do not have the know-how about deriving 

advantages from the same, for such specific purposes. Human being is a 

result of spiritual-science; one must not feel shy to learn your own truer 

science. Do not remain locked within the boundaries of your mind, intellect 

or ego; it will fetch no more than the present misery of our stagnated 

consciousness groping under darkness. Each one of us has the complete 

potential of God hidden within us, realize it; and enjoy the contained merits.  
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Flight Safety is of paramount significance in respect to Public transportation. 

This professional-stream comprises an evolved work-platform i.e. a 

Consciousness related to a higher professional standard due to its various 

technological containments & complications. Personnel responsible and 

engaged within such Aviation network must contribute more by performing 

their respective actions to also promote the importance of a much more 

professional and civilized life. UN should have contributed an active role but 

has remained silent over the missing plane?  I had reported to UN about 

serious deficiency in regard to the ‘Airworthiness’ aspect of passenger 

airplanes besides other important Public interest-oriented issues but the 

matter has not yet been taken up at ICJ, as some big ones are involved? It 

is pertinent now that UN must shift its HQs to some neutral country to 

promote the importance & objectives of UN role better and more purposeful 

towards the much needed welfare, development  &  interest of global public. 

How to find the missing plane: Each human has a representative of 

God/Truth called the soul within but unfortunately this spark has become 

dormant because we allowed that to happen. If the human mind/intelligence 

could reach this god-particle available within; one could easily reach God as 

it is interconnected.  And, we all also know that God/Truth is omnipresent:  

a. Hence, by gaining close proximity with God, who is also known to be 

the Supreme Truth; one could successfully get access about anything, 

anywhere and at any time — this is the wonder of God/Truth. But by 

this we can only get the required information about the missing plane.  

b. The next aspect is about exposing i.e. unveiling the truth about the 

missing plane — for this, much more Energy is required out of the 

Creator so as to expose (prakat-karo) the same in its materialistic 

format. This sanction can only be availed by a virtuous person who has 

made extreme sacrifices for the sake of Truth & Righteousness in one’s 

lifetime besides other valid aspects pertaining to values of civilized life. 
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Whenever Modern science / human intellect fails or becomes limiting it 

would be very wise to look forward towards the need to tap other resources 

available before mankind. Western mind(s) believe in Jesus who also used 

Spiritual-science to perform supernatural tasks when required. Moses could 

rip apart the Red-sea? We can also perform such intriguing work either 

individually or collectively; but one needs to be extremely Truthful in life and 

have immense faith & trust in God instead of relying solely upon one’s 

competency and capability alone especially when such outstanding 

performance oriented Tasks need to be accomplished, as pertaining to this 

article. Prayers can do wonders, last year whole UK and others prayed for 

tennis-championship for a British national and it worked. If the global public 

can get together in this regard also; the job can be done free of cost. 

Otherwise, I can do the same alone but I will have to be paid for it heavily? 

Let UN come forward and decide. [One must evaluate my past credentials & 

capability as a true professional with regard to my matchless performance as 

a pilot with Air-India where I had contributed much for Civil Aviation and 

also as a human. Besides, I did not waste precious time available with me 

thence, instead remained engaged with arduous study & research pertaining 

to Spiritual-science for the past about 35 years alongside my airline-job in 

order to explore & unveil hidden wonders and its associated applications to 

help eradicate pain, misery and usher our tiny Planet towards much 

enhanced dimensions containing bounties of Joy and contentment for all]. 

Please go through the ‘ Transformation Update ’ post at my site: 

www.divinekripa.in   from where one could be able to get a solution about 

another way to find the missing plane. There is nothing impossible in this 

world. One must have the right will & true spirit to work sincerely with 

dedicated but selfless interest; every help is already available within us and 

could be availed. This colossal creation of Nature contains wondrous 

presentations of God’s works; we need to make our very best but humble 
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effort to get closer to Nature and make optimum use of its products. Nature 

is extremely determined for an early removal of all such stagnating sources 

which are preventing proper evolution — with its higher progressive journey. 

Today’s generation dwells within a falsified garb in regard to their perception 

about spirituality maybe perhaps because of the past impression casted 

upon society by vague ideas about those who wear saffron clothes and 

cloaks living in seclusion. Indeed, that type of an orthodox system practiced 

does lead one towards salvation & redemption from this materialistic world, 

as a path sought by one. But, the demand for this world now has an 

altogether different approach towards life. After obtaining salvation one 

should rather try and work within the mainstream of society — as into any 

profession if the individual is healthy enough to work. The correct purpose of 

attaining spiritual wisdom is to get in proper grips with the Spirit and use 

‘That Spirit’ to take you to the ‘Energy-storehouse’ of ‘That Spirit’ and make 

THAT Energy pour upon our faded systems to renew, revive and transform 

everything in order to uplift humankind towards higher dimensions & 

desirable possibilities. The crux of Spirituality is to engage ‘That Spirit’ more 

into every respect of our daily lives; and enjoy the complete purpose of life. 

Jesus wanted to show us that but our shortsightedness prevented the same 

and about 2000 years has elapsed since then but we yet prefer inelasticity  

towards needed change; indeed what a disgraceful let-down about our folly? 

There must be a predator which has gobbled the truth about the plane’s 

mysterious occurrence. If God is behind this mystery then there must be a 

reason for it. If we do not understand and mend our way of life by 

respecting Truth & Righteousness then more such predators of other types 

would set-in to remind the need for a more civilized life; it is upto the 

masses to decide. The last option for the Creator would be to end this 

planet-life to start afresh or to replace it with a better civilization.   Decide? 


